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Deadwood’s Pioneer Merchant
Wong Fee Lee and His Wing Tsue Bazaar

As word of gold in the Black Hills spread across the country in the wake
of Lieutenant Colonel George Armstrong Custer’s 1874 expedition of
discovery, thousands of fortune-seekers rushed into western Dakota
Territory. Among the throngs hoping to profit from the new discoveries were Chinese immigrants, many of whom were already adept at
both mining gold and “mining the miners” by selling them goods and
services. One of these individuals was Wong Fee Lee, who arrived in
Deadwood in 1876 and over the next several decades became the most
prominent member of the Black Hills Chinese community.1 Three contiguous properties where he lived, raised a family, and carried on his
mercantile business and mining interests were located on lower Main
Street in the National Historic Landmark city of Deadwood. His store,
built in 1885, and an adjoining structure built in 1896 became historic
properties known as the Wing Tsue (pronounced “wing-SHWAY”)
buildings. From 1876 into the 1920s, three generations of the Wong
1. Over the years, several works have treated the Chinese in the Black Hills, including, most recently, Liping Zhu and Rose Estep Fosha, Ethnic Oasis: The Chinese in the
Black Hills (Pierre: South Dakota State Historical Society Press, 2004). See also Mildred
Fielder, The Chinese in the Black Hills (Lead, S.Dak.: Bonanza Trails Publications, 1972);
Bob Lee, ed., Gold, Gals, Guns, Guts (Pierre: South Dakota State Historical Society Press,
2004); Watson Parker, Gold in the Black Hills (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1966); Joe Sulentic, Deadwood Gulch: The Last Chinatown (Deadwood, S.Dak.: By the
Author, 1975); Daniel Liestman, “The Chinese in the Black Hills, 1876–1932,” Journal of
the West 27 (January 1988): 74–83; and Grant K. Anderson, “Deadwood’s Chinatown,”
South Dakota History 5 (Summer 1975): 266–85. For Wong Fee Lee specifically, see Gregory J. Nedved, “Wong Wing Tsue and Deadwood’s Chinatown in the Gold Rush Years,”
Chinese American Forum 5 (April 1990): 8–14, and Beatrice Wong and LeRoy Wong,
“Fee Lee Wong: Adventurer, Sojourner, Prospector, Businessman, Physician, and Family
Man,” in Society of Black Hills Pioneers, Volume 2, 1876–2004 ([St. Onge, S.Dak.]: Society
of Black Hills Pioneers, 2004): 41–56.
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family lived at the Wing Tsue complex, making for a continuous occupation of nearly forty-five years, a rare occurrence in the history of
the Chinese in the West.2 The premises were also rented to European
Americans and other Chinese, some of whom conducted businesses
from this same location. In 2005, when new owners were preparing
to renovate the last architectural vestige of Deadwood’s Chinese district, both buildings collapsed, and the rubble was hauled away. Even
though these structures are now gone, their history remains in the stories of the properties and the people who lived and worked there.
The History of the Wing Tsue Properties

The facts surrounding Wong Fee Lee’s journey to the Black Hills and
his first years in the region are vague.3 Early newspaper accounts tell of
groups of Chinese traveling by stagecoach and wagon from Cheyenne
and Evanston, Wyoming, and Denver, Colorado, and of individuals
with contrived names such as Bi-Dam, Ding Dong, and Heap Wash.4 As
to when and how Wong Fee Lee came to Deadwood, Wong family history and his obituary from the 23 October 1921 issue of the Deadwood
Daily Pioneer-Times relate that he first settled in the town of Custer,
where he may have worked as a cook for a group of prospectors. Wong
Fee Lee himself stated that he had previously been a well-known merchant in Montana. Sam Schwarzwald, a long-time furniture dealer on
Main Street, arrived in Deadwood in August 1876 and testified that he
2. For example, A. Dudley Gardner, Martin Lammers, Laura Pasacreta, and Seth Panter, in “Women and Children in the Evanston Chinatown,” Wyoming Archaeologist 48
(Fall 2004): 21, note that because Chinese communities in the West were overwhelmingly male, opportunities for studying locations where women, children, and families
lived are rare.
3. Deadwood experienced several disasters that have robbed historians of valuable
documentation concerning both persons and businesses. Fires and floods destroyed
records at various times, especially in the earliest years. Census records have been lost
over time, leaving a twenty-year void between 1880 and 1900, a critical period in the
residential and commercial development of Deadwood and its Chinatown.
4. Black Hills Daily Times, 14 Apr. 1877; Black Hills Pioneer, 26 May 1877; Black Hills
Champion, 13 Aug. 1877; Cheyenne (Wyo.) Leader, 6 Feb. 1876; Black Hills Weekly Pioneer,
30 June 1877.
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had met “Wing Tsue” that month, strongly suggesting that Wong Fee
Lee had established himself in Deadwood by that time.5
Over the next several years, recorded evidence begins to accumulate regarding Wong Fee Lee’s existence and the beginning of his Wing
Tsue Bazaar, which sold Chinese groceries, clothing, and medicines,
in addition to other dry goods and novelty items. The earliest known
document pertaining to Wong Fee Lee is also the first documented instance of Chinese property ownership within the city. Discriminatory
laws prohibited the Chinese from purchasing property in many places,
but not in Deadwood. A quit claim deed dated 4 June 1877 granted
Wong Fee Lee, in return for “one hundred and five dust dollars,” a
seventeen-by-one-hundred-foot lot with buildings on the west side of
Main Street, further identified as “part of lots 68 and 69 in the town
of Elizabeth.”6 By 1881, when Deadwood incorporated the neighboring
camp of Elizabethtown, numerous Chinese-owned stores, restaurants,
boarding houses, and laundries had sprung up in this section, earning
it the name of “Chinatown.”7
One of the first business directories for Deadwood, published in
1878, contained a single listing for a Chinese businessman, a “Wong
Lee” who worked as a practicing physician.8 This individual may or
5. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 23 Oct. 1921; Statement of Wong Fee Lee, 23 Mar. 1909,
Chu Hip Chinese Exclusion Act Case File, RS 2439, Records of the District Courts of
the United States, Record Group (RG) 21, National Archives and Records Administration-Pacific Alaska Region, Seattle, Wash. (hereafter cited NARA-PAR); interview of Sam
Schwarzwald, 14 Jan. 1904, Wong Free Lee Chinese Exclusion Act Case File, Box 12, File
RS 406, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, RG 85, NARA-PAR.
6. Lawrence County, South Dakota, Record of Deeds, vol. 4, p. 232, Lawrence County
Courthouse, Deadwood, S.Dak. Elizabeth, Elizabethtown, and Chinatown are all references to lower Main Street prior to its incorporation into Deadwood’s city limits.
7. Liping Zhu, “Ethnic Oasis: Chinese Immigrants in the Frontier Black Hills,” in
Ethnic Oasis: The Chinese in the Black Hills, p. 10. Also located on lower Main Street
were numerous saloons, gambling houses, brothels, and theaters, earning this section of
Deadwood the nickname the “Badlands.”
8. J. M. Wolfe, Wolfe’s mercantile guide, gazetteer, and business directory of cities, towns,
villages, stations, and government forts, located upon the lines of the following named railroads: Union Pacific, Omaha & Northwestern, Sioux City & Pacific, Omaha & Republican
Valley, Colorado Central, Utah Northern, Utah Central, Utah Western, Utah Southern, Bingham Canon & Camp Floyd, Wahsath & Jordan Valley, and American Fork Railroad and towns
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may not have been Wong Fee Lee, but Dr. F. S. Howe, who had arrived in Deadwood by 1880, wrote in his memoir Deadwood Doctor, “I
became very well acquainted with practically all of the Chinamen of
Deadwood, in fact, usually took care of them. Dr. Wing Tsue was one of
the finest men I have ever known.”9 Numerous references to “Dr. Wing
Tsue” appear in Deadwood newspapers throughout the years, likely
due to the fact that he sold apothecaries in his store.
The earliest newspaper references to Wong Fee Lee, and among the
first to identify any Chinese individual by given name, appeared in the
Black Hills Daily Times and the Black Hills Daily Pioneer on 7 March 1878.
Both newspapers carried columns noting the arrivals and departures of
travelers and mentioned that Wong Fee Lee had left Deadwood on the
Cheyenne stage. The following month, the newspapers proclaimed the
arrival of freight for “Wing Tsue” via the Cheyenne and Black Hills Forwarding Company. This instance is also the first time the name “Wing
Tsue” appeared in print. From April through June 1878, the Cheyenne
and Black Hills Forwarding Company delivered eighty-seven packages
to the Wing Tsue store, an indication that the business was thriving
within a year.10
One of Wong Fee Lee’s grandsons, Kam Leung Wong, explained the
meaning of the store name in an interview conducted in 1992: “During
that period of time, no Chinese would name a company or a store by his
own name. It’s completely taboo. . . . It has come from the philosophy
of Confucian modesty. You don’t blow your own horn.” He went on to
relate that “‘Wing’ is like ‘glory’; ‘Tsue’ means ‘getting together’ or ‘joining,’ so the whole thing is ‘getting together in glory.’ It’s kind of like, ‘the
people come together, the glorious people come together.’ ”11
in the Black Hills (Omaha, Nebr.: Omaha Republican Book and Job Printing House,
1878). The business listings for Deadwood, transcribed by Joy Fisher, are available at
the USGenWeb website, http://files.usgwarchives.net/sd/lawrence/business/deadwood
-1878.txt (accessed 24 July 2009).
9. Frank Stewart Howe, Deadwood Doctor ([Deadwood, S.Dak.: By the Author, 1944]),
p. 37.
10. Black Hills Daily Times, 7 Mar., 29 Apr., 15 June 1878; Black Hills Daily Pioneer, 7
Mar., 11 Apr., 16 June 1878.
11. Kam Leung Wong also explained the meaning of his grandfather’s given name:
“‘Fe’ means something of a ‘shining light.’ ‘Lee’ is something like ‘profitable.’ That’s his
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Wong Fee Lee appears in the 1880 census as “Wing Touie” living in
household 64 on Main Street in Deadwood. He is registered as a thirtynine-year-old tea merchant. Living with him is his thirty-four-year-old
brother, Wong Bong, also a tea merchant. Four others in the household
include Wong Coon, age thirty, and Wo Mung Shing, age twenty-eight,
who list their occupations as “clerk in store.” A. Toy, age twenty-five, is
in the laundry business, and Mong Yue Wing, age forty-five, works as
a servant. All six are listed as single Chinese males. Extrapolating from
other known locations, this household is situated at or near 566 Main
Street, a few doors south of the Brison residence (household 59) at 554
Main and the Morris residence (household 61).12 Amie Morris quitclaimed “Lot number Sixty-Nine . . . adjoining the store of Wing Tsue”
to him and Wong Nung in 1883.13
The earliest historic photograph of lower Main Street in Deadwood
discovered to date was taken in the fall of 1877. The Wing Tsue store
structure appears in the image, but no representation of lower Main
Street with businesses and residences identified accurately appears
until 1891 when the Sanborn Map Company of New York produced
a detailed planview for fire insurance purposes. One year later, F. Jay
Haynes, the photographer who recorded the 1877 image, returned to
Deadwood. His 1892 photograph documented the transformation of
lower Main Street that took place after the devastating fire of 1879
and the destructive flood of 1883.14 Many of these changes were not
recorded in historical documents, or the documents themselves have
vanished.

name. ‘Wong’ means ‘yellow.’ Yellow color” (interview of Kam Leung Wong and Kam
Cheung Wong, Deadwood, S.Dak., by Raul Ponce de Leon, 22 May 1992, unpaged transcript, Deadwood Public Library, Deadwood, S.Dak.).
12. Manuscript Population Schedule, Deadwood, Lawrence County, D.T., in U.S., Department of the Interior, Office of the Census, Tenth Census of the United States, 1880,
National Archives Microfilm Publication T9, roll 113, sheet 248.
13. Lawrence County, Record of Deeds, vol. 19, p. 505.
14. Haynes’s 1877 view of Chinatown resides with the Haynes Foundation Collection, Montana Historical Society, Helena. For the various maps of Deadwood produced
throughout the years, see Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, Deadwood, S.Dak. (New York:
Sanborn Map Co., 1885, 1891, 1897, 1903, 1909, 1948).
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Frontier photographer F. Jay Haynes recorded this view of Deadwood’s Chinatown in
1877. Which of the structures housed Wong Fee Lee’s original store is not known.

Deadwood’s location in a deep gulch through which Whitewood
Creek flows made the rugged western community especially susceptible to both fire and flood. Fear of the “fire fiend,”15 as it was called in early newspapers, became full-blown on 26 September 1879, when flames
and explosions from stored mining materials raged from the south end
of Deadwood to the north end, destroying most of the downtown section and part of Chinatown. The mining enterprise of Spencer, Norton
& Company owned the bedrock title to a portion of land underlying
the town. When the smoke cleared, investor Frank Norton objected to
allowing any Chinese to rebuild and placed a high price on the property in an attempt to deter any Chinese buyers.16
The effect of Norton’s stance on Wong Fee Lee’s interests is not
known, but the fire and resulting property losses taught Wong the
same lesson others in town learned: in order to protect investments,
15. Black Hills Daily Times, 13 Feb. 1885.
16. Ibid., 2, 15 Oct. 1879. Organized anti-Chinese sentiment had flared briefly in the
Black Hills in 1878, prompted by decreasing placer-mine yields and growing sentiment nationally against Chinese workers. A local branch of the anti-Chinese Caucasian
League and Miners’ Union committed a few acts of violence in 1878, but the movement
quickly faded in the Black Hills. Black Hills Daily Times, 26 Feb., 5, 7 Mar. 1878.
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rebuilding should be done with stone or brick. Numerous newspaper
articles kept townspeople informed of the rebuilding efforts after the
1879 fire. “The best and most substantial looking fireproof in town is
now being built in the middle of Chinatown,” reported the Black Hills
Daily Times. “The walls are stone, and are very thick and heavy. It is
built on top of the ground and the rear end of it is built up against the
rocky cliffs.”17 Following the flood of May 1883, the newspaper again
noted, “Chinamen make the best fire-proofs in the world. The one at
the rear of the store that is now being demolished had walls three feet
thick, with a door on the outside and another one on the inside of the
door passage, that, when closed, would be nearly air tight. A hopper on
the top, filled with fine, dry sand, connected with the space between
the two doors by a spout, with a slide, so that when the building was
in danger, by pulling out the slide, the sand would run down and make
the whole thing more than fire-proof.”18
After the 1883 flood, Hi Kee, Wong Fee Lee’s main competitor in
the mercantile business, purchased and moved to the property at 560
Main Street, located close to the Wing Tsue store.19 By midsummer, the
Black Hills Daily Times reported, Hi Kee had “a number of his countrymen employed in building a fireproof in the bluff back of the house.”20
Three fireproofs belonging to Wing Tsue and Hi Kee, along with all
of the contents, survived a fire in February of 1885. Two of these stone
structures are evident on the 1891 Sanborn map, one behind the Wing
Tsue store. The city also took advantage of the need to repair water
damage after the flood and widened the thoroughfare through Chinatown so that it could accommodate the large wagon trains that would
often clog movement through this section of town. The street was
raised three feet and widened, covering over one of Wong Fee Lee’s
fireproofs and forcing him to rebuild his frame store.21
17. Black Hills Daily Times, 14 Nov. 1879. A “fireproof ” could be a cellar or warehouse,
attached to or detached from another structure. It was typically made of brick or stone
and could be covered with dirt to protect the contents from fire.
18. Ibid., 24 May 1883.
19. Lawrence County, Record of Deeds, vol. 19, p. 492.
20. Black Hills Daily Times, 25 July 1883.
21. Ibid., 13 Feb. 1885; Black Hills Pioneer, 5 June 1883.
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On a frigid night in February 1885, flames originated in the Wing
Tsue store and roared north on Main Street through ten mostly frame
buildings until they were stopped at Brison’s Bakery at 554 Main.22
Again, the city seized the opportunity to enact improvements. The
street through Chinatown was widened by another six feet, and Mayor
22. Black Hills Daily Times, 13 Feb. 1885.

Wong Fee Lee’s hillside house, along with his store and the fireproof located behind it,
appear on the top side of Main Street at far left in this detail from an 1891 Sanborn map.
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Sol Star supported extending the water main to the Wing Tsue store,
thus enabling the fire department to “carry a stream to any part of Chinatown.”23 Finally, the city prohibited anyone from rebuilding with
materials other than brick or stone without permission. On 6 April
1885, the Deadwood City Council granted a building permit to “Wing
Tsue.”24 As a result, Wong Fee Lee had workers construct the brick
store at 566 Main Street that would survive for the next 120 years.
Over the decades, various advertising and identifying markings appeared on the Wing Tsue store. At some point the year 1889, the date
of the founding of the Wing Tsue Company, appeared on the structure.25 A photograph taken in 1897 shows “Wing Tsue Chinese Bazar”
[sic] painted on the front windows. In the course of an immigration
interrogation conducted in 1915, the inspector asked about the meaning of the Chinese characters on the storefront, to which Wong Fee Lee
replied that they represented the name of the firm, “Wing Tsue.”26 As
late as 2005, “Wing Tsue Chinese Groceries and Provisions” could still
be deciphered on the bricks of the second story.
A stone structure at 564 Main, also owned by Wong Fee Lee, appears in photographs taken in 1892, 1900, and 1925. The front wall is
on the same line as the 1885 store, suggesting that it was constructed at
the same time, possibly to serve as a fireproof building for storing merchandise. It is shown still standing on the Sanborn map dated 1948, but
its origins remain a mystery in the history of the Wing Tsue complex.
Also unknown is the date of construction for the unassuming house
on the hillside at 568 Main that became the home of Wong Fee Lee and
his family, which eventually included a wife and eight children. Sanborn maps reveal that sometime between 1897 and 1903, the home was
enlarged uphill to the back, granting more living space. Large terraced
23. Ibid., 25 Mar. 1886. See also Black Hills Daily Times, 14 Feb. 1885. The water main
extension to Chinatown was significant to Wong Fee Lee. He handed the story down to
his son Som Quong, who then passed it on to his son Kam Leung, who had his photograph taken next to the fire hydrant in front of the Wing Tsue building in 1992.
24. Black Hills Daily Times, 14 Feb., 7 Apr. 1885.
25. Statement of Wong Yick Lai, 19 Aug. 1915, Wong Yick Lai Chinese Exclusion Act
Case File, 14586/8-30, RG 21, National Archives and Records Administration-Pacific Region, San Bruno, Calif. (hereafter cited NARA-PR).
26. Ibid.
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The building Wong Fee
Lee constructed in 1885
to house his Wing Tsue
Bazaar is pictured here in
the 1920s, shortly after
the store closed.

The sign painted on the
window identifies the
Wing Tsue Bazaar in
this photograph taken
in 1897.
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gardens ran up the hillside, as well, providing fresh produce for the
family and, presumably, for store customers. In July 1888, the Black Hills
Daily Times challenged Deadwood’s European American population to
attempt a similar accomplishment.27 These extraordinary gardens are
clearly visible in the photograph taken by F. Jay Haynes in 1892.
The last major construction project Wong Fee Lee undertook was
the two-story brick structure built in 1896 adjoining the older Wing
Tsue building. Four short newspaper items provide information on
what would also become a Deadwood landmark. The Deadwood Daily
Pioneer reported in early October that Wong Fee Lee was enlarging
the storeroom of his existing building and planned to rent out the new
building then under construction.28 Two weeks later, the Daily Pioneer
noted that plaster work was progressing, and the premises were “nearly
ready to occupy.”29 In December, the newspaper reported, “Williams &
Son are painting the new business house recently built by Wing Tsue,
on lower Main street, and are also retouching the interior of Hi Kee’s
store, expecting to finish the work today.”30 On New Year’s Day 1897,
the Daily Pioneer gave more details, describing the new building as
twenty-eight by thirty-two feet and the addition at the rear of the old
building as seventeen by twenty-two feet. Like the new building, the
addition consisted of two stories, the top floor of which was “divided
into living and sleeping rooms.”31 The new structure was included on
the 1897 Sanborn map and first appears in a photograph taken in 1900
by William Henry Jackson.32 Wong Fee Lee never relocated the Wing
27. Black Hills Daily Times, 8 July 1888.
28. Deadwood Daily Pioneer, 3 Oct. 1896. A clue as to the identity of the contractor
is gleaned from testimony in the immigration records of Wong Fee Lee. Sam Schwarzwald, known as “Hoodoo Sam” in the Chinese community, claims, “I recommended
[the] contractor who did the work.” Schwarzwald Furniture Company on Main Street
had a new two-story brick structure built in 1895, and the same builder may have constructed the Wong Fee Lee building. Interview of Sam Schwarzwald, 14 Jan. 1914, Wong
Free Lee Chinese Exclusion Act Case File.
29. Deadwood Daily Pioneer, 16 Oct. 1896.
30. Ibid., 9 Dec. 1896.
31. Ibid., 1 Jan. 1897.
32. Jackson’s photograph of Deadwood in 1900 (CHS.J3218) resides with the William
Henry Jackson Collection, Colorado Historical Society, Denver.
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Wong Fee Lee constructed this building
next door to the Wing
Tsue Bazaar in 1896.
It housed a variety of
tenants over the years,
including several who
ran gambling operations.

Tsue store to the new building but continued operations from 566
Main for the length of the company’s existence.
Wong Fee Lee owned other properties in Deadwood, including
two lots located directly across Main Street from his store. Early in the
town’s existence, pigpens were a source of displeasure to the European
American population, but because pigs and the consumption of pork
were an integral part of Chinese culture, a prominent merchant like
Wong Fee Lee would be certain to provide this necessity. Throughout
the years, local newspapers list roast pig as being served at all the Chinese celebrations, rituals, and burials.33 Wong Fee Lee owned and paid
33. Statement of Wong Fee Lee, 7 May 1898, Chee Hip Chinese Exclusion Act Case
File, 14297, RG 21, NARA-PAR; Black Hills Daily Times, 1 Jun. 1878, 12 Sept. 1879, 7 Sept.
1882, 22 Mar. 1883, 2 Sept. 1884, 30 Aug. 1887, 5 Apr. 1891.
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taxes on property located in block 12, lots 22 and 24, for many years.34
One deed refers to this strip as “owned by Wing Tsue, and occupied
by him as a pig pen.”35 Charles Ham, who settled in Rapid City, told of
driving the first six hundred squealing pigs across the South Dakota
plains and up to Deadwood. In a 1938 interview, he described meeting a “wealthy Chinese merchant who came out with a servant holding an umbrella over his head [who] inspected and purchased several
swine.”36 In all likelihood, the merchant with the aristocratic bearing
was Wong Fee Lee.
The scope of Wing Tsue Company operations is apparent in documents generated as various partners or Wong family members prepared to visit China or return to the United States. Under the Chinese
Exclusion Act of 1882, Congress prohibited the immigration of Chinese laborers, who were viewed as a threat to the jobs of American
workers. In order to travel abroad and return, the law required Chinese residents to submit affidavits and other paperwork attesting to
their status as non-laborers.37 Immigration inspectors also commonly
visited the business location to see the premises in person and to interview well-known local residents to confirm the legitimacy of a Chinese
merchant’s operations.
Documents collected under the Chinese Exclusion Act confirm
that the Wing Tsue Company operated continuously from 1889 until
at least 1915. Wong Fee Lee maintained a controlling interest in the
amount of four to five thousand dollars, limiting his partners to shares
of no more than one thousand to fifteen hundred dollars each. The
number of partners, who also served as store clerks or traveling salesmen, varied from as few as five to as many as fourteen. Over the years,
the value of company real estate ranged from seven to fifteen thousand
dollars, and the stock of merchandise carried varied from four to six
thousand dollars. One estimate of average yearly receipts, in 1911, was
34. Black Hills Daily Times, 5 Aug. 1890; Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 13 Oct. 1905.
35. Lawrence County, Record of Deeds, vol. 75, p. 444.
36. Rapid City Daily Journal, 15 Jan. 1938.
37. For an in-depth examination of the Chinese Exclusion Act, see Andrew Gyory,
Closing the Gate: Race, Politics, and the Chinese Exclusion Act (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1998).
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ten thousand dollars. In addition, Wong Fee Lee and several Chinese
and European American partners owned hard-rock mining claims in
the northern Black Hills that were valued as high as twenty thousand
dollars. Chinese immigrants on the western frontier often took part in
placer mining, which required little investment in equipment. Their
involvement in hard-rock mining, however, is less common and speaks
to the business and leadership abilities of Wong Fee Lee.38
State and federal census figures from 1900 to 1920 provide yet another window on the Wing Tsue complex and its occupants. The United States census for 1900 shows Wong Fee Lee, his wife Hal Shek, and
seven children ranging in age from four to fifteen years, all of whom
were born in South Dakota and attend public school, living in the residence at 566 Main. The 1896 building at 568 Main is being rented to
six Chinese males ranging in age from thirty-three to fifty-seven. They
have lived in the United States for eighteen to twenty-nine years and
include three cooks, a restaurant owner, a merchant, and a barber.39
The census is unclear as to which building the others polled are
renting, but immigration interrogation documents shed some light on
the matter. While Wong Fee Lee owned these commercial properties,
38. Statement of Wong Fee Lee, 7 May 1898, Chee Hip Chinese Exclusion Act Case
File; Statement Exhibit A, 23 Mar. 1909, Chu Hip Chinese Exclusion Act Case File; interview of Wong Fee Lee, 13 Dec. 1912, Wong Tong Quong Chinese Exclusion Act Case
File, Box 441, File 7030/992, RG 85, NARA-PAR; Statement of Wong Yick Lai, 19 Aug.
1915; Black Hills Mining Review 4 (15 Aug. 1898): 4; Lawrence County, Mining Deed
Record, bk. 160, p. 534, Lawrence County Courthouse, Deadwood, S.Dak.
39. Manuscript Population Schedule, Deadwood, Lawrence County, S.Dak., in U.S.,
Department of the Interior, Office of the Census, Twelfth Census of the United States,1900,
National Archives Microfilm Publication T623, roll 1551, sheet 13. Although the census
gives the impression that the Wong family lived at 566 Main, the address for the store,
they actually lived at the house behind 568 Main. The census taker likely collected the
information from Wong Fee Lee at his store.

Facing page These two views depict the changes in Deadwood’s Chinatown between
1892 and 1900. The 1892 photograph by F. Jay Haynes (top) shows the Wing Tsue
complex at the left end of the built-up area on the far side of Main Street. The gardens
extending up the hillside are those of Wong Fee Lee and his competitor, Hi Kee. Visible
in the 1900 photograph by William H. Jackson (bottom) are the impressive new additions to the Wing Tsue buildings at left.
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he delegated responsibility for renting and collecting monies to a local insurance man, C. O. Gorder, who underwrote the fire policies on
the structures and kept the premises rented. Wong Fee Lee reportedly
knew a “house of ill-fame” and gambling house were being conducted
but was unconcerned as long as these activities were not affiliated with
the Wing Tsue name and income.40
All of the following individuals are listed in the 1900 census as renters at 566 Main. Testimony in immigration documents, however, places
gambling operations and the house of ill fame at 564 Main.41 A total
of fourteen Chinese males listed as partners, boarders, and heads of
household are engaged in the occupations of restaurant keeper, cook,
gambler, janitor, and general store clerk. The ages of the men range
from thirty-one to fifty-six years. All speak English and have resided
in the United States from fifteen to thirty-eight years. One Chinese female, age forty-two, who has been in the country for thirty-two years,
is listed as heading her own household. Finally, the apparent house of
prostitution consists of nine white females. One, age thirty-six, is listed
as head of household with the occupation of “lodging housekeeper.”
She has eight “lodgers,” aged twenty to twenty-seven, all of whose marital status is single, widowed, or divorced.42
The 1905 South Dakota state census offers less information, showing
two Chinese males, “Wing Tsue,” age sixty, and a nephew, Wong Bing
Quong, age nineteen, living at 566 Main. Three years earlier, Wong Fee
Lee and his family had traveled to China. All four daughters remained
there to marry, while other family members came back at various times.
The 1910 federal census confirms that Wong Fee Lee, his wife, and three
sons between the ages of fifteen and twenty-six are again residing at
566 Main. Also in the household is an eighteen-year-old woman who is
betrothed to one of the sons and residing with the family while she obtains her education. The building at 568 Main is rented to four Chinese
males, and 564 is rented to two.43
40. Interviews of C. O. Gorder, 15 Jan. 1904, Wong Hoi, 15 Jan. 1904, and Di Sing, 15
Jan. 1904, all in Wong Free Lee Chinese Exclusion Act Case File.
41. Interviews of Wong Hoi, Di Sing.
42. Twelfth Census, roll 1551, sheet 13.
43. South Dakota, Second Census of the State of South Dakota, 1905, State Archives Col-
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An unidentified woman poses between the 1885 store building and the fireproof, at
right. By the time this photograph was taken in the 1920s, the Wing Tsue name was
already part of Deadwood legend.

With the 1915 South Dakota state census, a new generation of the
Wong family appears. Wong Fee Lee is listed as “Wing Tsue,” a seventy-four-year-old merchant. His wife is not listed. Nephew Wong Bing
Quong is now twenty-nine years old and married, and Wong Fee Lee’s
youngest son, age twenty, is single. Wong Fee Lee’s three small grandsons, a six-year-old born in China and one-year-old and one-month-old
born in South Dakota, are the children of his oldest son, Wong Hong
Quong, age thirty, and his twenty-six-year-old wife.44
lection, South Dakota State Historical Society, Pierre; Manuscript Population Schedule,
Deadwood, Lawrence County, S.Dak., in U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Thirteenth Census of the United States, 1910, National Archives Microfilm Publication T624, roll 1483, sheet 3B. In contrast to the census information, Wong family
history holds that Wong Fee Lee’s wife never returned to the United States after the
family’s 1902 trip to China. She died in Hong Kong in 1940 at the age of seventy-eight.
Wong and Wong, “Fee Lee Wong,” p. 56.
44. South Dakota, Third Census of the State of South Dakota, 1915, State Archives Collection. According to other sources, the two oldest boys were born in China. See Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 1 Mar. 1914; interview of Wong Hong Quong, 19 Dec. 1918,
Cheung Siu Man Chinese Exclusion Act Case File, Box 1206, Case 55100/886, RG 85,
NARA-PAR.
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The census for 1920 is the last one showing Chinese residents at the
Wing Tsue complex. Wong Fee Lee’s nephew, now thirty-four and a
long-time resident of Deadwood, lives at 566 Main with his wife, two
sons, and a daughter, ages six, four, and two, all born in South Dakota.
Wong Fee Lee’s oldest son is there too, now thirty-six and working in
the Deadwood post office. A photograph of the Wing Tsue store building at 566 Main Street taken in the same year shows the iron shutters
that Wong Fee Lee had mounted, now fastened, symbolizing the close
of an era. Wong Fee Lee had returned to China in 1919, and his sons
also either returned to China or relocated to other cities in the United
States. In 1921, reported the Black Hills Pioneer, W. G. Ross had taken
over the 1896 building to use as a glove factory.45
Over the next several decades, various businesses occupied the
old Wing Tsue buildings in Chinatown, and in their last years they
stood vacant and somewhat neglected. Beginning in 2001, however,
Deadwood’s Chinatown gained attention both locally and nationally
as archaeologists began to excavate properties on lower Main Street,
discovering pristine deposits of artifacts that help to illuminate the
lives of Chinese immigrants. Funded by the City of Deadwood and the
State Archaeological Research Center, a program of the South Dakota
State Historical Society, the excavations continued until 2004. Today,
archaeologists from the center continue the work of analyzing the numerous features and thousands of artifacts uncovered so that they may
serve as a window on Chinese culture in the Black Hills.46
The two Wing Tsue buildings that remained standing until 2005
might have revealed much about Wong Fee Lee’s commercial enterprises through the interpretation of their interior spaces and functions,
design, and construction techniques. A number of architectural remnants, such as rubble rock foundations and retaining walls, remain observable above ground, and material evidence is sure to remain below
45. Manuscript Population Schedule, Deadwood, Lawrence County, S.Dak., in U.S.,
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Fourteenth Census of the United States,
1920, National Archives Microfilm Publication T625, roll 1721, sheet 2A; Deadwood Daily
Pioneer-Times, 16 Aug. 1921.
46. For a summary of the Deadwood Chinatown excavations, see Zhu and Fosha, Ethnic Oasis, pp. 330–62.
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the surface of the Wing Tsue commercial and residential complex. Artifacts, features, and floral and faunal remains can tell the buried history of the family’s life in Deadwood and give insight into their identity,
wellbeing, and ways of living and coping in a western frontier society.
Using historic photographs of the Wing Tsue complex for comparative study, archaeologists can conduct a pedestrian survey of the site
and select specific areas to excavate that might yield the most information. Potentially productive locales would include the interior limits of
foundations, exterior and retaining wall areas, privy and garden areas,
and depressions or mounds that might indicate a midden, or dump.
During the 2001–2004 Deadwood Chinatown excavations, archaeologists encountered numerous remains of architectural and structural
features below the ground surface, greatly raising the potential for
intact archaeological deposits remaining below the entire Wing Tsue
location. Excavation of the locales noted above might reveal whether
goods in the Wong household were more elaborate than those of less

Altered by time and barely recognizable as the 1885 Wing Tsue Bazaar (right) and the
1896 rental property (left), the last two buildings of the Wing Tsue complex were photographed in the winter of 2001.
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affluent Chinese households, whether they had adapted their diets to
western culture, or the ways in which their work and living spaces reflected an interaction of culture and environment.
Together with the historical record, such data could produce a more
complete interpretation of the inhabitants’ daily lives. Historical records and archaeological evidence are often complementary. While
each has its limitations, historical records have an inherent bias of interest, attitude, and cultural perspective. In the case of historic newspapers, reporters or columnists frequently penned insensitive or racist
rhetoric that reflected the anxieties and suspicions of the larger community. Numerous accounts of Black Hills history omit the Chinese
altogether or perpetuate stereotypical perceptions. The concrete material record collected through archaeological investigations can help
to raise the level of objectivity in the interpretation of history. Further
archaeological investigation of the Wing Tsue property can help to realize its remaining potential as a National Historic Register site and
strengthen Deadwood’s distinction as a National Historic Landmark.
The Wong Family in Deadwood

The process of gathering historical information to supplement the archaeological record ultimately involved the descendants of Wong Fee
Lee, who became interested in the Wing Tsue buildings that stood at
566 and 568 Main. Genealogical research, particularly in documents
collected under the Chinese Exclusion Act, has yielded new information on Wong Fee Lee, his business partners, and various family members, in addition to insight into the merchant’s status in the community.
While these documents were collected for the purpose of discrimination, the information they contain is now considered a historical and
genealogical treasure.
Although Wong Fee Lee has long been well known to those familiar
with Black Hills history, most of his one hundred or so descendants
throughout the United States have only recently become aware of his
role as a prominent Deadwood pioneer and merchant. Neither Wong
Fee Lee, his wife Hal Shek, nor their eight children left behind any personal accounts or records of their lives in South Dakota. In deference
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Dressed in their best attire, Wong Fee Lee and his family sat for a portrait at the Locke
studio in Deadwood in 1894. From left are King Que, King Sowe, Hal Shek holding
infant Fay Juchs, Fay King standing before maid Shu Lin Lau, Fee Lee and toddler son
Som Quong, and Hong Quong.

to Chinese tradition, the couple’s descendants refrained from asking
their elders about their lives. Young people were to gain knowledge
only by listening; direct inquiries were not considered proper. Kam
Leung Wong, a grandson of Wong Fee Lee and Hal Shek, recalled seeing Indian arrows displayed on the bookshelf at his childhood home in
Canton, China, in the 1930s and hearing his grandmother’s stories of
“Yin-Jins” coming into the store to try to buy “fire water.” He also told
of his surprise years later, in 1945, when his father, Som Quong Wong,
revealed that his cooking skills extended back to his youth in Deadwood, where he helped to roast whole pigs in Wong Fee Lee’s store.47
47. Untitled recollections of Kam Leung Wong, n.d., Edith C. Wong collection.
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The task of researching Chinese American families is a complicated one. In Chinese tradition, as opposed to Western practice, an
individual’s surname comes first, meaning that two versions of a name
may appear in documents. Phonetic spellings of Chinese names can
also produce several variants of the same name, depending on the
transcriber, as seen in the “Fay” or “Free” that occasionally appeared in
Wong Fee Lee’s name.48 The common Chinese practice of addressing
older relatives by their familial titles, such as “Paternal Grandmother,”
means that in some cases, descendants do not even know their ancestors’ names. Also confusing is the tradition of using different names
throughout one’s lifetime. In addition to a given name, individuals may
have a childhood name, a married name, and a nickname or variation
on a formal name. Wong Fee Lee’s store name, “Wing Tsue,” became
such a well-known moniker for him in Deadwood that he adopted it as
a second name, allowing its use in legal documents with his signature.
Kam Leung Wong related that he did not hear the name “Wing Tsue”
until he was twenty-three years old and visiting one of his parents’ former Deadwood High School classmates. When she remarked on how
intrigued she had been with the items in “Dr. Wing Tsue’s store,” Kam
Leung replied, “Who was Dr. Wing Tsue?”49
Family oral history relates that Wong Fee Lee, the third of four sons,
was born sometime in the 1840s in the village of Bak Saar, Taishan
(Toi San) County, in Guangdong (Kwangtung) Province of southern
China. No other details of his childhood, upbringing, or lineage are
known.50 Events in Guangdong, however, undoubtedly played a role
48. Ironically, Wong’s Chinese Exclusion Act file carries the name “Wong Free Lee.”
Throughout this article, common variant spellings appear in parentheses.
49. Untitled recollections of Kam Leung Wong.
50. No documentation of Wong Fee Lee’s birth in China has been found. All records
in the United States documenting his age are based on Wong’s own reports, which list
his birth years as ranging from 1841 to 1846. For example, his year of birth appears as
1841 in the 1880 federal census (Tenth Census, roll 113, sheet 248), 1846 in the 1900 federal
census (Twelfth Census, roll 1551, sheet 13), 1845 in the 1905 South Dakota census, 1842 in
the 1910 federal census (Thirteenth Census, roll 1483, sheet 3B), and 1841 in the 1915 South
Dakota census. Based on the Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times report of the celebration of
Wong’s seventieth birthday in its 6 April 1912 issue, his birth year would have been 1842.
In an 11 December 1903 immigration interview, Wong gave his birth year as ca. 1845,
while another interview on 13 December 1912 gives the date as 1842 and specifies his
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in his decision to journey to the United States as a young man. Years of
war, political corruption, overpopulation, and famine had ravaged the
southern Chinese countryside and left the inhabitants impoverished.
By contrast, the provincial capital, the old port city of Guangzhou
(Canton) was a hub of international commerce with ready connections to the outside world. With the discovery of gold in California in
1848, men from the region seized the chance to flee to Gum Shan, or
“Gold Mountain.” Others followed during the 1860s as work to complete the transcontinental railroad across the western United States
accelerated.51
According to census information, Wong Fee Lee emigrated to the
United States in 1863, although in an interview he placed his arrival
on the West Coast in 1870. No ship’s record has been found to confirm
either date.52 Nor is it known whether he followed the common practice of signing with a labor agency to gain money for the passage. Like
many other men, he married before leaving China, a custom that was
encouraged to ensure the flow of income back home. His wife, Wong
Woo Shee, died in China around 1866 while he was in the United States.
According to family oral history, Wong Fee Lee had a first son in China,
Wong Loung Quong, born to another woman. He also adopted one of
his brothers’ sons, Wong Yuen Yum of Yin Ping village, and supported
this nephew until the boy was able to work. Yuen Yum never came to
the United States.53
What type of work Wong Fee Lee engaged in upon arriving on the
West Coast is not known. Like many other Chinese immigrants, he
may have worked in a job related to railroad construction, possibly as
a laborer or, more likely, given what is known of his personality and

place of birth as Yen Ping village, Canton, China. Interview of Wong Free Lee, 11 Dec.
1903, Wong Free Lee Chinese Exclusion Act Case File; interview of Wong Fee Lee, 13
Dec. 1912.
51. Iris Chang, The Chinese in America: A Narrative History (New York: Viking, 2003),
pp. 10–19.
52. The 1900 federal census lists Wong Fee Lee as immigrating to the United States in
1870. He later claimed that he had traveled alone from China to San Francisco in July–
August 1863. Twelfth Census, roll 1551, sheet 13; interview of Wong Fee Lee, 13 Dec. 1912.
53. Chang, Chinese in America, pp. 18–19; interview of Wong Fee Lee, 13 Dec. 1912.
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preferences, as a launderer or cook. Family lore holds that Wong served
as a cook for several wagons of gold prospectors headed for the Black
Hills. The group reportedly fought attackers, possibly Indians or bandits, along the way. The men arrived in Deadwood via Custer in 1876
and staked out a number of claims, which they divided up by drawing
lots. Even the “Chinaman” received a share as compensation for the
dangers encountered in reaching the Black Hills. Wong Fee Lee reportedly received two claims. When gold was discovered on property next
to one of the claims, he sold it in 1877 and made a hefty profit. Written
documentation of this transaction has not been found, but records do
show that Wong Fee Lee began purchasing property and established
the Wing Tsue mercantile store in 1877.54
During his early years in Deadwood, Wong Fee Lee also fathered
a son, Wong Wing Hui, born in 1879 or 1880. Both the mother, Wo
She, and the child left Deadwood for China in the early 1880s. In 1899,
Wong Wing Hui, then nineteen, successfully applied for readmittance
to the United States in order to gain an American education. No information has been discovered to indicate that he ever returned to Deadwood. The 1920 federal census, however, shows a thirty-eight-year-old
Wing Hui Wong living in Los Angeles, California, married and heading
a household with two Chinese single males, including his brother, a
twenty-five-year-old man named Tung Quang Wong.55 Wong Fee Lee’s
youngest son was named Tong Quong. Born in late 1895 or early 1896,
he would have been twenty-five at the time of the 1920 census.
Wong Fee Lee made the first of three trips back to China in the fall
of 1882, likely leaving the Wing Tsue Bazaar in the care of his brother,
Wong Bong, who was living with him in Deadwood at the time of the
1880 federal census.56 “Wing Tsue, the Chinese merchant of lower Main
Street, starts this morning for China,” stated the Black Hills Daily Times
54. Chu Hip Chinese Exclusion Act Case File; interview of Wong Free Lee, 11 Dec.
1903.
55. Wong Wing Hui Chinese Exclusion Act Case File, 15001, Wong, Wing Hui (6008),
RG 21, NARA-PAR; Fourteenth Census, 1920, Los Angeles Assembly District 65, Los Angeles, Calif., T625, roll 109, sheet 34A. Family history also acknowledges a first son who did
not have the same mother as the other eight children who were born in Deadwood.
56. Tenth Census, roll 113, frame 216.
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for 10 October. “After visiting he will return to Deadwood with his wife
and children.”57 Wong Fee Lee boarded the steamer Arabic bound for
Guangzhou on 31 October. The ship’s records describe him as five feet,
five inches tall, with “a wart on the back of his neck, a scar under his
right eye, and two round marks on his forehead.” Interestingly, he is
listed as a cook.58 According to his statements in later immigration interviews, Wong’s first wife was deceased. What “wife” was he planning
to bring back to Deadwood? At that time, it would not have been unusual for a Chinese man to have more than one wife, but no records
have been found to indicate that such was the case with Wong Fee Lee.
Perhaps he had told his acquaintances in Deadwood that he was returning to China with the intention of marrying. If so, who were the
“children” he would be bringing back?
In May 1883, the Black Hills Daily Times reported, “Wing Tsue, the
Chinese merchant who went home on a visit last fall, has been heard
from. He has purchased a new wife, first class in every particular, paying $300. She will come to Deadwood with him this fall.”59 While
in China, Wong Fee Lee did marry a new wife, Haw Shoog Gain, in
Guangzhou. Family oral history holds that an adopted son came back
to the United States with the couple. This son, Wong Loung Quong,
was commonly referred to as “First Uncle” by the second generation
of Wong Fee Lee’s descendants, even though he was not considered a
member of the immediate family. It was believed that he never went
to Deadwood and later lived in San Francisco, where he worked in a
pawnshop. The federal census for 1900 reveals a Quong Wong Leung,
age twenty-seven, single, a salesman, residing in San Francisco. He had
been born in China in 1872 and immigrated to the United States in 1883,
the same year Wong Fee Lee returned. Family history also holds that
Wong Loung Quong later married in China and had at least two sons
there.60 The Black Hills Daily Times for 19 August 1884 noted the arrival
57. Black Hills Daily Times, 10 Oct. 1882.
58. Nedved, “Wong Wing Tsue and Deadwood’s Chinatown in the Gold Rush Years,”
p. 10.
59. Black Hills Daily Times, 3 May 1883.
60. Interview of Kam Leung Wong and Kam Cheung Wong; Twelfth Census, 1900,
San Francisco, San Francisco County, Calif., T623, roll 107, sheet 5B.
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from Sidney, Nebraska, of “Wing Tsue, wife and child and two Chinamen.”61 Could this child be the adopted son Wong Loung Quong? If
so, he would have been about twelve years old. The true identity of the
child who arrived in Deadwood, however, remains a mystery.
Yet another mystery arises with the newspaper’s 29 August announcement that “Wing Tsue, who recently arrived from China with
a sure enough wife and family, enjoys the distinction of being the first
Mongolian to add to the population of the Hills. . . . A son and heir was
presented him by his better half yesterday morning. The little shaver is something of a curiosity, and as such attracts great attention.”62
This child is never mentioned again in either the newspaper, Wong
Fee Lee’s immigration interviews, or census data. In fact, the birth of
a child to Wong Fee Lee and Haw Shoog just four months later is repeatedly documented in all three sources, indicating a probable case of
mistaken identity in the newspaper’s report of the August birth.
Haw Shoog, whose name was most often rendered as Hal Shek but
also as Ho Sek, Haw Shee, Hoo Shee, and Hoy Toy, was twenty-one
and pregnant when she arrived in Deadwood. Little has been written
about her aside from a description in Old Deadwood Days by Estelline
Bennett, who grew up in Deadwood as the daughter of Judge Granville
G. Bennett. Recalling a visit to the Wong Fee Lee household on Chinese New Year, Bennett described the merchant’s wife as “the loveliest
bit of exquisite china I ever saw. . . . Her black hair was built in a high
pyramid with gorgeous pins and combs. Her brilliant silk jacket and
trousers were heavy with embroidery, and her tiny useless little feet
were encased in embroidered satin shoes with wooden soles.”63 Bennett wrote that Hal Shek “spoke no English, but her gentle gracious
manners and her courteous solicitude made us feel as if we had talked
over all the polite topics of the day.” As a married woman who appears
to have followed the customs of Chinese society, she most likely led a
protected life that revolved around the family.64 Commenting on Hal
61. Black Hills Daily Times, 19 Aug. 1884.
62. Ibid., 29 Aug. 1884.
63. Bennett, Old Deadwood Days, pp. 29–30. In his 13 December 1912 interview, Wong
claimed that his wife did not have bound feet.
64. Chang, Chinese in America, pp. 89–92.
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Shek’s visit to the Bennett family a few weeks later, Bennett wrote, “I
am sure it was the only time she ever left her rich, close rooms.”65
In December 1884, Hal Shek gave birth to the couple’s first child,
Wong Hong Quong, who was mistakenly identified in the newspaper
as the first Chinese girl born in the Black Hills: “The wife of Wing Tsue,
the Chinese merchant and doctor, has presented him with a celestial
girl baby, the first one born in the Hills. The mother is the first respectable China woman in the Hills, and the only one.”66 As the child of a
“respectable” Chinese pioneer family, Hong Quong could be acknowledged in polite society, where he became something of a novelty. The
Black Hills Daily Times noted an outing taken when the child was three
years old: “The first Chinese baby of the Hills, son of Wing Tsue, lower
Main street merchant, walked up town yesterday, led by his sire. The
biography of this family when written in English, will be interesting
reading.”67
Wong Hong Quong grew up attending the Deadwood public
schools. After his father took the entire family to China in 1902 so that
they could obtain a Chinese education, Hong Quong attended Queen’s
College in Hong Kong. He was married in Guangzhou in 1903 and in
1905 became the first of his siblings to return to Deadwood.68 “Quong
is a Deadwood boy, born and raised here,” bragged the Daily PioneerTimes. “He is 21 years old and an unusually bright young man. It is his
father’s intention now to send the boy to the state School of Mines
at Rapid where he will learn the industry for which the Black Hills is
famous.” Hong Quong appeared to be a confident young man, voicing
his opinion about the Chinese Exclusion Act and commenting on the
Chinese boycott of American goods then underway, “The only way to
65. Bennett, Old Deadwood Days, p. 30.
66. Black Hills Daily Times, 15 Jan. 1885. While the newspaper reported a January
birthdate, the 1910 federal census lists Wong Hong Quong’s date of birth as December
1884. Twelfth Census, roll 1551, sheet 13. Confusion over the birthdates of all of Wong Fee
Lee’s children also arises from the difference in the Chinese solar/lunar calendar and the
Western Gregorian calendar. In his 13 December 1912 interview, Wong stated that Hong
Quong was born in “KS 10–11th month,” translated there as Dec. 1884–Jan. 1885.
67. Black Hills Daily Times, 24 July 1887.
68. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 9 Feb. 1904; Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 16 Dec.
1905.
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break the boycott that I can see is to allow free Chinese immigration
and that I am sure America could not or would not consent to.”69
Wong Hong Quong enrolled at the South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology for the 1907–1908 academic year, but family oral history holds that a bout with meningitis forced him to quit college. Over
the next few years, he made other trips to China, where his wife had
remained. In 1912, he was back in South Dakota, working in the Canton
Bazaar in Hot Springs.70 His wife and a son who had been born in China
soon joined him, and the first of the second generation of Wong family members to be born in South Dakota appeared shortly thereafter.
In March 1914, the Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times announced: “Wing
Tsue for the third time, became a grandfather Friday morning, when
there was born to his son, Wong Hong Quong and the latter’s wife, an
eight pound son. The pioneer Deadwood Chinese merchant is properly happy and proud and yesterday handed out a bunch of fine cigars
to his friends. His son, who was born in Deadwood thirty years ago, was
married in China on one of his several visits there, to Chew Men, who is
now known as Wong Chang See, who is 29 years old and the mother of
his three sons, two of whom were born in China. She herself is a native
of Canton, China, and a very estimable little lady. The new baby’s name
is Wong Yun Cherk.”71
There is no indication that Hong Quong eventually took over the
Wing Tsue business, although he remained in Deadwood after Wong
Fee Lee returned to China permanently in 1919. In 1920, the federal
census listed Hong Quong as living at 566 Main Street and working
in the local post office. In 1922, he left Deadwood for El Paso, Texas,
where he worked for the United States Immigration Service.72
69. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 22 Dec. 1905.
70. Letter from William W. Jones, Registrar, South Dakota School of Mines & Technology, Rapid City, S.Dak., n.d., Edith C. Wong collection; Deadwood Daily PioneerTimes, 17 Jul. 1909, 17 Aug. 1909, 20 May 1911; interview of Wong Hong Quong, 13 Dec.
1912, Wong Tong Quong Chinese Exclusion Act Case File.
71. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 1 Mar. 1914.
72. Fourteenth Census, 1920, roll 1721, sheet 2A. The second generation of Wong family members referred to Hong Quong as “Second Uncle” (Wong Fee Lee’s adopted son
Loung Quong Wong was “First Uncle). The siblings born after Hong Quong were then
known as “Third Uncle,” “First Aunt,” and so on.
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The next two children born to Wong Fee Lee and Hal Shek were
daughters: Wong King Sowe (also known as King Shiu or King Sue),
born in March 1886, and Wong King Que, born in August 1887.73 Both
girls attended public school in Deadwood, accompanied the rest of the
family to China in 1902, and were married there. They eventually returned to the United States but never settled in Deadwood.
Wong Fee Lee appears to have been a protective father, as revealed
in a newspaper article written when his son and two daughters were
all under the age of four. When one of the children was invited to the
house of playmate Jessie Belding, “Wing Tsue, thinking that the child
would not go, consented, but when he discovered his mistake, endeavored to persuade it to return, but it would not, so to keep peace in
the family he accompanied the young folks to Mr. Belding’s residence,
where the little Mongolian was so thoroughly entertained that the father could not induce it to leave, every attempt at taking resulting in
a howling disturbance. So winsome was Jessie that her visitors were
held the entire day, to the intense annoyance of Wing Tsue who would
not leave his child alone.”74 Wong Fee Lee could be indulgent with his
children, as well. When the narrow-gauge Deadwood Central Railroad
began operations, Estelline Bennett recalled that Wong took his three
small children on the initial run, “and they were so enchanted of the
journey that they insisted upon going every day. Whereupon he detailed an old Chinaman to take them back and forth until they tired of
the sport, but that wasn’t for weeks.”75
A second son, Wong Som Quong, was born in the summer of 1889.76
73. Twelfth Census, roll 1551, sheet 13. In his 13 December 1912 interview, Wong Fee
Lee stated that “King Sow” was born in “KS 12-4th month,” translated as May 1886, and
“King Gue” was born “KS 13-8th month,” translated as September–October 1887.
74. Black Hills Daily Times, 22 Apr. 1888.
75. Bennett, Old Deadwood Days, pp. 288–89. The Black Hills Weekly Times for 16 March
1889 corroborates Bennett’s account, noting: “Wing Tsue’s trio of children have become
infatuated with the steam cars. For the curiosity of the thing he took them to Lead one
day, and now they want to go every day. A dry nurse in the form of a superannuated
Chinaman took them up yesterday.”
76. The Black Hills Daily Times for 21 July 1889 announced the birthdate as 16 July, but
family history holds that Som Quong was born 20 June 1889. In his 13 December 1912 interview, Wong Fee Lee stated that “Sam Quong” was born “KS 15, 6th month” translated
as June–July 1889. See also Twelfth Census, roll 1551, sheet 13.
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“This makes four of this well-to-do and respected family born in Deadwood,” stated the local newspaper in announcing the birth. “Wing Tsue
is the principal Chinese Merchant and head of the strongest faction in
Deadwood. He carries a $50,000 stock of goods, and in every particular
is an excellent resident if not a full fledged citizen.”77
In fact, Wong family members became well integrated into the
Deadwood community even while maintaining their Chinese identity.
At one point, Wong Fee Lee and Hal Shek appear to have considered
a Catholic education for their children. “The two little boys of Wing
Tsue’s, the Chinese merchant, are attending the public school in this
city,” stated one item in the local newspaper. “It was at first intended
77. Black Hills Daily Times, 21 July 1889.

From left in this image of five of the Wong children taken around
1899 are King Sowe, Hong Quong, King Que, Tong Quong, and
Som Quong. The boys appear to wear their hair in the traditional
style, with the front of the head shaved and the rest gathered in
back in a braid, or queue.
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to send them to the convent, but the Sisters refused to receive them
unless they wore regular American trousers. The younger child was so
small that no trousers could be found to fit him, and he was sent to
school arrayed in his Chinese finery.” Estelline Bennett also recalled
that the Wong children went to Sunday School.78
Like his older siblings, Som Quong attended public school in Deadwood and went to China with the family in 1902. Six years later, in
1908, he became the second Wong child to return to the United States.
Due to the Chinese Exclusion Act, reaching Deadwood proved to be
more difficult than the ocean voyage from China. Som Quong had
completed the paperwork he needed to enter the country through the
port at Seattle, Washington, but had changed his plans upon learning
that rooms in the city were in short supply. Instead, he disembarked at
San Francisco, California, where immigration officials refused to admit him. By the time his father enlisted the help of Eben W. Martin,
a Deadwood attorney and United States congressman, Som Quong
had developed an eye infection that provided officials with additional
grounds to decline his reentry. The following week, an immigration
inspector from Denver arrived in Deadwood to investigate the young
man’s background and determined that he was indeed entitled to return. Wong Fee Lee, in turn, guaranteed that his son’s eyes would be
given immediate treatment.79
Within two weeks, Som Quong was back in Deadwood along with
the young woman he would later marry—Yuet Ha Tang, “a very pretty
little lady [who] seemed to be impressed with great wonder at every
strange scene that presented itself,” reported the Daily Pioneer-Times.”80
At the time of the 1910 federal census, both young people were living
with Wong Fee Lee at 566 Main Street and attending Deadwood High
School.81
78. Deadwood Daily Pioneer, 15 Sept. 1891. See also Bennett, Old Deadwood Days, p. 30.
79. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 29 Aug. 1908.
80. Ibid., 11, 12, Sept. 1908. According to family history, Yuet Ha Tang was born 17
October 1895 in Maui, Hawaii. Her father, Yum Nam Tang, left China for Maui in 1860.
He remained there until he joined the Chinese revolution against the Manchus, under
the leadership of Sun Yat-sen. Yuet Ha Tang was a godchild of Sun Yat-sen.
81. Thirteenth Census, roll 1483, sheet 3B.
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In 1912, the newspaper carried the story of a “brutal assault” upon
“one of the most popular and gentlemanly young men in the Deadwood high school.” Som Quong had been beaten by “two half-intoxicated burlies from Lead” as he walked down Main Street on a Sunday
night in April. According to the newspaper report, “Sam weighs about
100 pounds and the lightest of his assailants weighs no less than 160
pounds. The assault was absolutely without provocation.” The pair later pled guilty to assault and battery, and each man was fined fifty dollars plus twenty-nine dollars in costs. The attack left Sam Quong confined to bed with a broken rib and numerous bruises about his head.82
Despite his injuries, Som Quong graduated from Deadwood High
School that spring. Yuet Ha Tang, or Anna, as she had become known,
graduated in 1914.83 Som Quong went on to study civil engineering and
architecture at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, and Anna attended Oberlin College in Ohio followed by graduate studies in education at Columbia University in New York City. The pair married in
New York in 1918. Within a few years, they returned to China, where
Som Quong would head an engineering corporation and Anna would
superintend a high school for girls.84
The next two children born to Wong Fee Lee and Hal Shek were
daughters Wong Fay King, born in April 1891, and Wong Fay Juchs
(Juck), born in October 1893. Both girls attended Deadwood public
school before leaving with the family in 1902 for China, where they
grew to adulthood and married their husbands. Fay King returned to
the United States, but never to Deadwood. In December 1894, Wong
Fee Lee and Hal Shek had another baby who lived for approximately
one month before dying on 30 January 1895.85
The couple’s last son, Tong Quong, was born in Deadwood on 1
82. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 30 Apr. 1912.
83. Ibid., 5 June 1914; Deadwood Weekly Pioneer-Times, 27 Oct. 1921.
84. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 23 Oct. 1921; Deadwood Weekly Pioneer-Times, 27
Oct. 1921.
85. Twelfth Census, roll 1551, sheet 13. In his 13 December 1912 interview, Wong Fee Lee
stated that “Fee King” was born “KS 17, 3rd month” translated as April–May 1891, and
“Fee Juk” in “KS 18, 8th month,” translated as September–Oct. 1892.
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This interior view of the Wing Tsue store shows the impressive array of apothecaries
Wong Fee Lee sold. The two girls are likely Wong daughters.

February 1896.86 His birth prompted a lengthy newspaper article headlined “AN ORIENTAL EVENT. Chinese Quarters  Growing—One of
Deadwood’s Curiosities Is an Exceptionally Americanized Chinese
Family” that provides insight into the family’s everyday lives and their
standing in the community:
Deadwood numbers among her residents a most remarkable Chinese
family. Wing Tsue is a Chinese merchant and doctor. He carries a large
stock of costly Chinese fancy goods, teas, etc., does a good business and is
making money. He is a peaceable, law-abiding man and is respected by the
community. Eleven years ago Wing Tsue went to China and married one
of Hong Kong’s fair daughters and returned to Deadwood, where they
have since resided and have a comfortable little frame house on the hill86. Deadwood Daily Pioneer, 2 Feb. 1896. The birthdate listed in Twelfth Census, roll
1551, sheet 13, is December 1895. According to Wong Fee Lee’s 13 December 1912 interview, Tong Quong was born “KS 21, 12th month, 20th day,” translated as 3 Feb. 1896.
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side back of his store, in Chinatown. The place is neat and has the appearance of the habitation of an American family of refined taste rather than
of a heathen family. They have chickens, ducks, magpies, pigeons, pigs,
dogs and cats about the premises, and all are given careful attention. Mrs.
Tsue has house plants which she nurses with great care, and from them
she derives pleasure. When Wing Tsue and his bride arrived in Deadwood
they were given a very hospitable reception, in fact an American would
consider it an ovation. Their Chinese friends gave them a big banquet, and
made a big fuss over the bride, who was considered very pretty. During
their eleven years of married life eight little Tsues have come to bless their
happy home, the last one putting in an appearance yesterday morning. It
was a boy. The last child before this one, which was born less than a year
ago, died when a few days old. They now have seven children, and they
range down in height like stairs with very narrow steps.
The children appear to be the joy of their parents and are indulged to
a greater extent than some of our American families, while at the same
time they are carefully trained and taught. They are all exceedingly nicely
behaved and some of the American children of this or any other city
would do well to emulate them. Four of the children, the oldest ones, attend the public school and are prompt and punctual. They can talk, read
and write English fairly well and are quick to learn and remarkable for
memory. They take a deep interest in their studies, even the smaller ones,
and show a desire to learn. Their deportment is splendid and in this they
always stand among the best in school. They have a very mild and rather
retired disposition, never talk loud nor quarrel and we have never known
them to be impudent nor be guilty of naughty tricks which as a rule young
Americans are the originators of.
It is an interesting and novel sight to see these four Chinese children
going to school. They walk along slowly, hand in hand, ranging down in
size from the largest, a boy, strung out sort of obliquely, trudging along
attending to their own business. Visitors to the city are very much amused
at this odd sight, to them, though to the residents it is common and uninteresting. The children are always neatly and warmly dressed. The oldest
boy is dressed in modern American clothes from hat to shoes and could
scarcely be distinguished from some American boys excepting for his pig
tail which is closely wrapped around his head, his flat face, almond-shaped
eyes and yellow complexion. The smaller ones usually wear the garb of
their native land, with blouse of blue, black or a dull purple China silk.
This family is one of the features of grotesque Deadwood, and it is a
wonder to us that some magazine writer hasn’t made it the subject of
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an interesting article. Wing Tsue and his happy little family are worthy
people, and we congratulate him and his wife on the advent of their latest
acquisition.87

A description of the christening of Tong Quong, who, like his eldest
brother, was mistakenly identified as a girl, appeared in the newspaper
the following month. The “momentous event in celestial society” took
place at the elaborately decorated home of “Dr. and Mrs. Wing Tsue,
the aristocratic couple of Deadwood’s Chinese contingent.” More than
one hundred Chinese from throughout the Black Hills partook of an
array of “the most costly and dainty dishes” and, in return, presented “elegant gifts” that included about four hundred dollars in gold
coin.88
Tong Quong went to China with the rest of the family in 1902 and
returned to Deadwood in 1912.89 He appears to have worked for a time
with his father. The Deadwood city directory for 1916 lists “Wing Tsue”
as a physician affiliated with “Wing Tsue Lung & Co.” and carries another listing for “Wong Tong Quong proprs, Chinese and Japanese
Goods 566 Main.”90
Following the birth of Tong Quong, another unnamed child was
born to Wong Fee Lee and Hal Shek in April 1898; this child died eleven months later.91 The couple’s fifth daughter and last child, Wong Fay
Lan (Lon), was born in January or February 1902.92 Later that year, the
family took her to China. Like her sisters, she never returned to Deadwood.
The two Wong children who died as infants in 1895 and 1899 were
buried in Deadwood’s Mount Moriah Cemetery. The first, listed as
87. Black Hills Daily Times, 2 Feb. 1896.
88. Ibid., 3 Mar. 1896.
89. Interview of Wong Tong Quong, 13 Dec. 1912, Wong Tong Quong Chinese Exclusion Act Case File.
90. “Deadwood, Lawrence Co., SD–1916 Business Directory,” transcribed by Joy Fisher from Northwestern Gazetteer and Business Directory, vol. XX (1916–1917), published by
R.L. Polk & Co., http://files.usgwarchives.org/sd/lawrence/business/dead1916.txt (accessed 5 June 2009).
91. Black Hills Daily Times, 20 Mar. 1899.
92. In his 13 December 1912 interview, Wong Fee Lee stated that “Fee Lon” was born
“KS 27, 12th month,” translated as January–February 1902.
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“Wing Tsue Child” in the cemetery records, was interred in lot no. 254
in South Potter’s Field. The five-by-eight-foot lot cost five dollars. The
Lawrence County mortuary records give no gender but indicate that
the child was one month old; the undertaker was W. W. Osborn; no
clergyman performed a service; the interment took place in Chinese
ground; and the cause of death was bronchitis.93 The second child, listed only as “Wing Tsue’s infant,” died at eleven months of age and was
buried in lot 3 of section 6.94 The newspaper noted only that the child
had died following a short illness and was buried with “no funeral, the
remains being taken in charge by C. H. Robinson and conveyed to the
cemetery.”95 Although the practice of disinterring the remains of deceased individuals for return to China took place in Deadwood, it is
not surprising that no records have been found to indicate that such
was the case with the two children of Wong Fee Lee. Foremost, neither
child was yet one year old. According to Chinese tradition, the death
of one so young would not have called for any formal funeral or death
rituals.96 Furthermore, both children were born and died in Deadwood, where the family lived; there would have been no significance in
returning disinterred remains to a village in China.
Wong Fee Lee and the Deadwood Community

As a businessman in the United States, Wong Fee Lee enjoyed a higher
social standing than he would have in China, where, according to historian Iris Chang, merchants were relegated to the bottom of a “social
93. Record Book of Deadwood Cemetery Association, microfilm 1825, p. 218, State
Archives, South Dakota State Historical Society, Pierre; Lawrence County, S.Dak., Mortuary Records, 30 Jan. 1895; Black Hills Daily Times, 31 Jan. 1895. Entries in the record
are handwritten, with variable legibility; what appears as lot no. 264 is actually lot no.
254, as verified in the Record of Deaths, Lawrence County, Dakota Record of Deaths,
as well as the cemetery lot map. South Potter’s Field ends with lot no. 254; lot no. 264 is
nonexistent. Note that Sulentic’s Deadwood Gulch, p. 85, errs in reporting the cause of
death for this child as typhoid fever, with the body removed 14 September 1904.
94. Record Book of Deadwood Cemetery Association, p. 218.
95. Black Hills Daily Times, 20 Mar. 1899.
96. Roberta S. Greenwood, “Old Rituals in New Lands: Bringing the Ancestors to
America,” in Chinese American Death Rituals: Respecting the Ancestors, ed. Sue Fawn
Chung and Priscilla Wegars (Lanham, Md.: AltaMira Press, 2005), p. 246.
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hierarchy that valued the scholar, the official, and the farmer, but not
the merchant.” In the United States, by contrast, “financial success in
business was worshipped.” Throughout the American West, merchants
occupied the most prominent positions in Chinese communities. Usually literate and bilingual, they often served as intermediaries between
Chinese and European Americans. Their stores sold goods that appealed to both groups, providing meeting places for the cultures in
addition to serving as social centers for the Chinese population of an
area.97
Wong Fee Lee often played a leading role in organizing Chinese participation in Deadwood events as well as accommodating European
Americans in Chinese cultural celebrations. The monetary contributions of “Wing Tsue” and other Chinese individuals to the 1879 Fourth
of July fund earned recognition in the Black Hills Daily Times along
with the comment, “Our heathen residents are not such a bad crowd
after all, when there is a deficiency to be made up for any patriotic
purpose.” The Chinese donations continued over the years.98 Wong Fee
Lee, in turn, capitalized on the American holiday, as evidenced in an
1885 newspaper advertisement for “WING TSUE, DEALER IN Chinese Fireworks!” The advertisement promised “Special Prices given
on 4th of July FIREWORKS” in addition to promoting “Silk Handkerchiefs, Ladies’ Shawls, FRESH TEAS, Paper Napkins, China Clothes,
Chinese Drugs and Medicines, Hanging Panels Hand Painted, Hand
Painted Pictures, And everything usually kept in a Chinese Store.”99
In 1888, Deadwood’s Fourth of July celebration for the first time included Chinese participants in the parade and fire-hose competition.
The Chinese parade entry, according to the Black Hills Daily Pioneer,
was “certainly unique and interesting under the leadership of Wing
Tsue, the Stewart of Chinatown, who carried aloft the flag of the Flowery Kingdom. Hi Kee, a rival in trade, also supported an elaborate banner of the distant realm. With the outfit appeared a Chinese ‘band’ capable of discordant sounds to a degree not thought possible.”100 The
97. Chang, Chinese in America, p. 77.
98. Black Hills Daily Times, 11 July 1879. See also ibid., 4 July 1883, 6 July 1889.
99. Black Hills Daily Pioneer, 1 July 1885.
100. Black Hills Daily Times, 6 July 1888.
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1888 fire-hose race between the teams of Wing Tsue and Hi Kee for
a fifty-dollar purse today remains a well-known event in Deadwood’s
Chinese history. The team of Hi Kee emerged victorious,101 and the
following year brought another race in which the “Laundrymen” won
over the “Wing Tsue” team.102
The Chinese residents of Deadwood put much time and effort into
their celebration of the Chinese New Year, an occasion occurring be101. Ibid., 4, 6 July 1888.
102. Ibid., 6 July 1889. No record has been found of a Chinese team officially going
hub-to-hub against a non-Chinese team.

In flammable Deadwood, firefighting drills constituted both work and play. On 4 July
1888, the hose teams of Wong Fee Lee and Hi Kee, reputedly the only two Chinese hose
teams in the United States, competed in a hub-and-hub race to the delight of spectators.
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tween late January and mid-February and one that European Americans viewed with great curiosity. Dwellings and stores were decorated for the event, guests feasted at New Year’s Eve banquets, candles
burned all day, and firecrackers exploded. The Chinese opened their
homes and businesses to visitors who partook of the assorted “candies,
nuts, fruits, cigars, liquors, and gifts” that loaded tables.103 In 1881, the
Black Hills Daily Times described the preparations being made in the
store of Wong Fee Lee, where an “immense amount of wax candles are
being manufactured for the occasion, of every conceivable size and appearance, ranging in price from a few dimes to dollars. An artist was
busily engaged decorating them with beautiful rivers and transparent
landscapes. All kinds of curious smelling fish, imported from the kingdom, were arranged around the room.”104
The following year, the Daily Times ran a detailed description of
the new year closing ceremonies, an event “much fraught with roast
pork, stew, rice, whisky and other Chinese delicacies,” that Wong Fee
Lee hosted to thank his customers for their patronage. “A Chinese orchestra consisting of four pieces turned out music, and oh, such music,
too!,” wrote the reporter, who was accompanied by interpreter Coon
Sing. “Seventeen cats, ten dogs and a wagon load of coyotes all yelling
at once couldn’t equal it for noise. To add to the confusion, whole packages of firecrackers were being shot off, while a couple of Chinamen in
the harshest of falsetto voices were singing songs, to which the “hiyahs”
of the Sioux are as the sweetest of sounds.” A lively game of forfeits, “in
which a good deal of yelling was done,” added to the hubbub:
The players were divided into pairs facing each other across a table, on
which stood vessels of Chinese whisky and eatables. At a signal each bared
his arm and began to yell something which sounded to us as follows: “Faht
suck, gad yah, ge-o-g, h-o-a-se, shack sow good.” As each word was pronounced the players brought down their fists as though striking a blow,
and opened one, or sometimes two or more fingers. This was kept up until
some one made a mistake, when he was compelled to take a drink. Should
a drop be spilled or left in the cup he was, as a forfeit, compelled to take
three additional drinks. As their tanglefoot, made out of rice, is strong
103. Zhu and Fosha, Ethnic Oasis, p. 35.
104. Black Hills Daily Times, 18 Jan. 1881.
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enough to take care of itself, the result was that many a poor Celestial was
soon in a condition heretofore thought to be attainable only by his more
civilized brethren. The racket was kept up until late into the night and a
string of white men and ladies were continually going and coming from
the strange sight.105

The colorful, exotic nature of Chinese funerals also turned these occasions into public events. As Estelline Bennett recalled in Old Deadwood Days, mourners “marched up Main Street and Sherman, and
around up the steep Ingleside way that led to the cemetery on Mount
Moriah, scattering little red pieces of paper with Chinese characters on
them. They were intended to distract the attention of the devil away
from the dead, some one told us, and we gathered them up with much
interest.”106 In 1896, the local newspaper covered the ceremonies held
for Ki You (Li How), who was buried in the Chinese section of Mount
Moriah Cemetery. As a member of Deadwood’s Chinese Masons, the
deceased man
was given all the elaborate ceremony and shown all the respect due one of
his degree. The lodge and his countrymen observed their usual ceremony,
which took place out in Main street, in front of Hi Kee’s place, before
starting to the cemetery. The ceremony is in accordance with their ritual
and consists of feeding the dead, prayers, singing, etc., and is very interesting if not impressive. The procession was headed by the Deadwood band,
followed by the hearse, then the Masonic lodge in full regalia, headed by
Wing Tsue and Hi Kee. About 20 Masons were in line and among them
was Dr. H. A. L. von Wedelstaedt, who is said to be the only English speaking member of the Chinese Masonic lodge in this country. The cortege
was quite formidable and was followed to the cemetery by probably 500
curious people while the sidewalks were crowded with men, women and
children as the procession passed along.107
105. Ibid., 27 Feb. 1882.
106. Bennett, Old Deadwood Days, p. 30.
107. Black Hills Daily Times, 24 Jan. 1896. The lone non-Chinese member of the Chinese Masons was Henrich Alexander Leopold von Wedelstaedt, whom Estelline Bennett described as “a tall, straight, dignified Prussian, family physician to half of Deadwood. . . . He had jet black hair and whiskers and when he marched with the Chinese
he wore his high silk hat, swung his goldheaded cane, and threw his head and shoulders
back, proud of being the only man of his race among the Chinese masons” (Old Deadwood Days, pp. 30-31). See also Liestman, “Chinese in the Black Hills, 1876–1932,” p. 79.
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The Chinese Masons were well known in Deadwood as a benevolent society whose members took care of their countrymen, as demonstrated in the later case of Mak Gib, an elderly Chinese laundryman
from the Portland mining camp who was clubbed to death during a
robbery. Although the murdered man did not belong to the local chapter, Wong Fee Lee and his fellow masons from Deadwood nevertheless
saw to it that he was buried at Mount Moriah Cemetery with his plot
paid for by “Friends of Mac Gib.”108 The Chinese Masons were never
listed as a purchaser of lots in the Mount Moriah Cemetery records,
but the name of Wing Tsue, whether acting on his own or, possibly, as
a representative of the Chinese Masons or another group, is the most
frequently listed Chinese purchaser of lots. He is listed eleven times
as paying for burial plots for Chinese individuals, including Ki You,
between 1895 and 1918. The majority of the lots are located in section A
and section 6, as well as section 2 and South Potter’s Field.109
Mount Moriah was also the site of two annual cultural traditions
that are still practiced in China. On Qingming, or Tomb Sweeping
Day, typically held in early April, the Chinese visit the graves of family members to clear away any underbrush or weeds that have grown
up in the preceding months. Offerings of food, spirit money, and joss
sticks (incense) are placed at the site to keep the deceased happy in
108. Deadwood Daily Pioneer Times, 26 Sept. 1905; Record Book of Deadwood Cemetery Association. According to Liestman, “Deadwood had one of the eight Chinese
Masonic Lodges in the United States.” The Chinese Masons were a tong, one of the
fraternal associations Chinese immigrants brought to the United States to provide one
another with business and benevolent assistance. The Chinese Masons, or Chee Kung
Tong, also “had the political objective of seeking the overthrow of the Manzhu dynasty”
(“Chinese in the Black Hills, 1876–1932,” p. 79). There are numerous historical references to two tongs in Deadwood, one headed by Wong Fee Lee and the other by Hi Kee.
See, for example, Howe, Deadwood Doctor, p. 37.
109. Record Book of Deadwood Cemetery Association. The public cemetery in Deadwood was established in 1877, with site selection in 1878. “Historical Overview Mt. Moriah Cemetery 1878–1938,” City of Deadwood, http://www.cityofdeadwood.com/index.
asp?Type=B_BASIC&SEC=%7BA0DB4AD3-F0E9-4EAC-8E22-995D27A3329B%7D&
DE=%7BB193AD02-3E69-4EAE-8D51-D2441F28C456%7D (accessed 5 June 2009). The
first Chinese public burial was of Yang Set in September 1878. Black Hills Daily Times,
2 Sept. 1878. According to the cemetery record, the first Chinese burial occurred on 8
March 1879, and the first Chinese individual listed as purchasing a lot was Wing Tsue in
1895, for his child.
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the spiritual world, thus ensuring the ancestor’s blessing for the family’s continued growth and prosperity. Similar ceremonies mark the
Hungry Ghost Festival, held in the seventh month of the lunar year,
usually August. During this period, ghosts are said to wander the earth
in search of food. Satisfying them with offerings of food, joss sticks,
and the burning of fake money notes before they return to where they
came from are meant to ensure good fortune.110 One Sunday in August
1887 “was observed by the Chinese of this city by feeding the spirits of
their deceased brethren,” stated an account in the Deadwood newspaper. “Seven or eight hack loads of them went up to the cemetery and
went through their peculiar ceremonies. Five roast hogs were taken
and placed at the heads of the graves. Colored paper was burned, tea
spilled on the ground, the priests bowed and shook themselves around
for a time and then all came home, of course, bringing with them the
roast hogs. There were two factions led by Wing Tsue and High Kee,
each party keeping entirely aloof from the other, roast pigs and all.”111
Hi Kee, the other prominent merchant in Deadwood’s Chinatown,
resided at 560 Main Street, not far from the Wong Fee Lee family and
the Wing Tsue establishment.112 The men’s open opposition to each
other, whether due to business competition or personality conflict, was
well known and, perhaps, dramatized in the print media. In 1885, Hi
Kee filed suit against Wong Fee Lee for credit owed in the amount of
seventy dollars. Both men retained attorneys, and the court “swarmed
with Chinamen as the suit progressed.”113 In the end, Justice Hall
awarded ninety dollars in Hi Kee’s favor. “Wing Tsue” gave notice that
110. Black Hills Daily Times, 1 Apr. 1884; “The Hungry Ghost Festival,” ChineseCulture, http://www.chinese-culture.net/html/hungry_ghost_festival.html (accessed 5 June
2009).
111. Black Hills Daily Times, 30 Aug. 1887. According to a family story, Wong Fee Lee
once told his son Som Quong that if a non-Chinese person ever jokingly inquired as to
when the Chinese dead would arise to eat the offerings of food left at their gravesites,
he should, in turn, ask when their dead would to arise to smell the flowers. Som Quong
said he was always ready with such a response but never had the question posed. Much
to the surprise of Wong family members, a variation on this anecdote appeared years
later in Watson Parker’s Deadwood: The Golden Years (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1981), p. 146.
112. Twelfth Census, roll 1551, sheet 14.
113. Black Hills Daily Times, 12 July 1885.
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Wong Fee Lee and his
partners advertised
their business extensively. This distinctive
advertisement appeared
in the 22 December
1894 Black Hills Daily
Times.

he planned to appeal.114 In 1910, two Colorado newspapers carried an
article claiming that rivalry between the two men was believed to have
been behind the destruction of Deadwood’s thirty-year-old Chinese
Masonic Lodge, or Joss House, as well as the laundry business of Sam
Wah. The fire that destroyed the structures began in some adjoining
haymows and appeared to have been deliberately set.115
Despite their conflicts, Wong Fee Lee and Hi Kee were able to set
differences aside and cooperate when doing so proved advantageous
or profitable. The men invested in at least one mining enterprise together. In 1898, along with Hi Hop and Hi Young, they explored a
claim on Sheeptail Divide. “The syndicate is well backed financially
and mining operations are conducted after the most improved American methods,” noted the Engineering and Mining Journal.116 Wong Fee
Lee and Hi Kee were also involved together in gambling enterprises.
On 4 January 1892, both men were among several Black Hills Chinese
arrested in a nighttime raid for illegal activities associated with games
114. Ibid., 12, 14 July 1885.
115. Longmont (Colo.) Ledger, 14 Oct. 1910; San Juan Prospector (Del Norte, Colo.), 15
Oct. 1910.
116. “General Mining News,” Engineering and Mining Journal 65 (21 May 1898): 622.
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of chance. Hi Kee was listed as one of the sureties for Wong Fee Lee,
and both men were released from jail on a five-hundred-dollar bond.
They faced charges of sending and receiving lottery literature through
the mail, an offense that carried a potential five-hundred-dollar fine
and punishment of one year in prison. The men retained W. H. Parker
and Granville G. Bennett as counsel, pled guilty, and paid fines of one
hundred dollars each.117
Gambling was not the only vice with which Wong Fee Lee’s name
became associated. As early as 1877, the local newspaper reported on
the prevalence of opium smoking in Deadwood,118 and three years later
Wong and a fellow Chinese, Quong Soon, were arrested for keeping
opium smoke houses. Rumors also circulated that the pair had been
charged with conspiring to have another Chinese man, Coon Sing, murdered for allegedly informing the authorities. Wong Fee Lee and Quong
Soon refuted the stories in a letter to the editor of the Black Hills Daily
Times: “Although Chinamen, we are not indifferent to the good opinion
of the people of Deadwood. . . . The whole story about Coon Sing is a
pure fabrication. It is true that we have been arrested on the unfounded
charge of selling opium for smoking purposes, but this is all. . . . Until the
trial is had, the law presumes that we are innocent of the charge, and we
know that this presumption in our case is also true in fact. The public
press ought not to seek to prejudice our case with the public in advance
of the trial.” Clearly not hesitant to assert their rights, the men concluded the letter with some insinuations of their own: “It may be that future
events will show that some of the officers whom you commend for their
zeal, are engaged in practices connected with this asserted sale of opium
that would make any ordinary Chinaman a gentleman by comparison
with them, even if everything they say were true.”119 In the trial that
took place on 27 January 1880, Wong Fee Lee was found guilty and assessed a fine of twenty-five dollars plus costs.120
117. Black Hills Daily Times, 5 Jan., 14 Feb. 1892; U.S. District Court, District of South
Dakota, No. 41, United States v. Wing Tsue, Jan. 1892, National Archives and Records
Administration-Central Plains Region, Kansas City, Mo.
118. Black Hills Daily Times, 2 Aug. 1877.
119. Ibid., 26 Jan. 1880.
120. Ibid., 28 Jan. 1880.
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Opium continued to be a concern for Deadwood throughout the
1880s. Two years later, “Wing Tone” and “Kong Soon” again faced
charges of selling opium for smoking purposes, but the charges were
dismissed on motion of the district attorney.121 The prevalence of
opium use contributed to negative sentiment against the Chinese in
Deadwood during this period. “Recently the Chinamen have again
commenced the open sale of the drug,” reported the Black Hills Daily
Times in late 1883. “If the sale of the drug to white people cannot be
stopped, we will advocate and insist that these Chinamen will have to
go. They are a curse to our people, and if they will not obey our laws
they no longer have any rights among decent people. . . . when they assume their present attitude, we say ‘they must go.’ ”122
In 1895, under revised city ordinances,123 the Deadwood chief of police led a special force in raids on five “opium joints” in Chinatown, arresting eighteen Chinese and two white men. Attorney W. L. McLaughlin was retained by ten of the Chinese, with Wong Fee Lee posting bail
for the men at two hundred dollars each. In the end, only the owners
of four “smoke houses” went to trial, where they were convicted and
fined up to seventy-five dollars plus costs. Officials hoped the raids and
convictions would set an example and “cause the violators of the law
in such cases to at least be more cautious about their business and not
conduct so open and bold.”124
Although an opium den existed on Wong Fee Lee’s property, his
reputation as an upstanding Deadwood citizen remained largely intact. In fact, he may have been more closely associated in the public
mind with opium as a medicinal rather than a recreational drug.125 In
any case, his associations with vice activities do not appear to have affected his ability to travel to or from China under the Chinese Exclu121. Ibid., 12 Apr. 1882.
122. Ibid., 23 Nov. 1883.
123. Ordinance No. 17 related to keeping a disorderly house, as related to opium
smoking, and Ordinance No. 45 prohibited the selling or supplying of opium for smoking purposes on Main Street. The crime was considered a misdemeanor, punishable
by a fine of between five and one hundred dollars plus court costs. Deadwood, S.Dak.,
Ordinances of the City of Deadwood, Revised (1892), pp. 33–34, 65–66.
124. Black Hills Daily Times, 6, 7 Feb. 1895.
125. See, for example, Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 28 Mar. 1899.
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sion Act. Nor do they appear to have restricted his ability to bring in
the various business partners from China who worked for him over the
years.
Historian Iris Chang has noted that during the late 1800s and early
1900s, “the principals and shareholders in a Chinese business were relatives or were from the same district. They created a chain migration
pattern as original settlers sent for relatives and neighbors to assist
them in the continuation of businesses in specific areas.”126 An article
in the Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times in 1907 illustrates both this migration network and what the newspaper called “the peculiarity of the
workings of the present immigration laws of this county.” One of Wong
Fee Lee’s business partners was growing old and had a son whom he
wanted to bring from China to take his place. With the help of Sol Star,
then clerk of courts for Lawrence County, the man filed the necessary
paperwork and sent for his son. At port in Washington State, immigration officials “plied him fast with questions which the boy answered as
best he could understand. When asked whether he was the son of Wing
Tsue’s partner, he evidently did not comprehend the question and said
‘no.’ Then he was told that he could not enter this country. A wire was
sent to Wing Tsue and he invoked the aid of his white friends. The
result was that the government had the boy held on the coast which
is costing Wing Tsue 75 cents per day board, ordered an inspector and
an interpreter to come here and investigate, their expenses to be paid
by Wing Tsue or his partner and even yet there is no assurance that the
boy will reach his destination.”127
Wong Fee Lee had firsthand experience with the vagaries of the
Chinese Exclusion Act beginning in early 1902. His brother and business partner, Wong Bong, had a son who had been born in Deadwood
but had lived in Guangdong Province, China, since the age of three.
When the young man, Wong Bing Quong (Wong Quinn), was seventeen, he returned to the United States but was detained in Port
Townsend, Washington, on the grounds that neither the information
on his passport nor his photograph matched his appearance. Authori126. Chang, Chinese in America, p. 77.
127. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 4 Jan. 1907.
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ties held Wong Bing Quong for several weeks while they conducted an
investigation that involved interviewing Deadwood citizens, the submission of affidavits, and, ultimately, the intervention of Congressman
Eben Martin. Wong Bing Quong was finally released and allowed to
return to Deadwood, where he attended school and lived and worked
in Wong Fee Lee’s store for several years.128
Wong Fee Lee’s interventions did not always lead to the desired end.
When one of his partners, Wong Yick Lai, traveled to China for a visit in
1910, he neglected to file the paperwork needed to facilitate his return
to the United States.129 Despite having lived in Deadwood for the previous twenty-one years, Wong Yick Lai was ultimately deported. The
inspector sent to Deadwood to investigate the case reported, “There
is a wide discrepancy on material points between the statements made
by the applicant and those made by the manager (Wing Tsue) and assistant manager (Wong Mow). While the firm of Wing Tsue Co. is one
of the best known in Deadwood, and I doubt if any man, white or Chinese, has a better standing among the business circles than Wong Fee
Lee, when it comes to a matter of friends or relatives seeking admission
to this country he is seemingly no better than the average Chinaman.”
Wong Fee Lee did not help matters when, according to the inspector,
he “evidently had a suspicion that all was not well with the case and
asked me if I could not fix the testimony in some way so that his partner
could be admitted, saying that he would make it all right with me.”130
In September 1902, Wong Fee Lee took his entire family back to
Guangdong. The local newspaper reported that the parents and six children boarded the Burlington passenger train at the Deadwood depot,
but, in fact, all eight children made the journey. According to the newspaper article, Wong Fee Lee, Hal Shek, and the youngest child were to
remain abroad for a year before returning to Deadwood. “The two oldest girls will remain in China and take care of the other children,” the
article stated. “It may be several years before they again see their Dead128. Ibid., 15 Mar. 1902; Second Census, 1905.
129. Ibid., 2 Sept. 1915.
130. Wong Yick Lai, No. 14586/8-30, arriving 08-17-15 on the Steamer Mongolia into
Port San Francisco, Wong Yick Lai Chinese Exclusion Act Case File, 14586/8-30, RG 21,
NARA-PR.
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wood friends. The young ladies have been favorites ever since they attended the public schools of Deadwood, and number their friends only
by the list of their acquaintances, and all of them are sorry to see the
young ladies leave. Both are bright girls, and both are just as charming
as they are bright, while their brothers are well liked by all who know
them.”131 Wong Fee Lee returned alone to Deadwood the following year,
while the rest of the family remained in China, where the children were
educated in Chinese language and history. Little is known about how
they adjusted to their new homeland, but family oral history suggests
that the older children, having grown up in Deadwood, had a difficult
time. All of the sons, but none of the daughters, would eventually return
to Deadwood, although none settled there permanently.
Wong Fee Lee departed for the United States from the Port of Hong
Kong aboard the SS Shawmut and arrived at the Port of Tacoma, Washington, on 11 December 1903. Before departing for China the previous
year, he had prepared for his return by filing paperwork with the collector of customs in Port Townsend, Washington. Testifying on his
behalf were several prominent Deadwood citizens: attorney William
S. Elder, circuit court clerk Sol Star, postmaster John Baker, hardware
merchants John Wilson and George V. Ayres, furniture dealer Sam
Schwarzwald, American National Bank cashier N. E. Franklin, wholesale grocer W. E. Shluws, Mayor E. McDonald, and First National Bank
cashier D. McPherson.132
Despite these preparations and his previous experience with the
Chinese Exclusion Act, Wong Fee Lee found himself detained at Port
Townsend for nearly two months while a special investigator visited
Deadwood to verify that he was, in fact, a merchant and not a common
laborer. Among the documents generated by the special inspector’s investigation were additional sworn statements from seven Deadwood
citizens, including general insurance agent C. O. Gorder, attesting to
Wong Fee Lee’s honorable character and the fact that he owned and
managed legitimate business interests valued at between ten and fifteen thousand dollars. As a partner in the Wing Tsue firm and the
131. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 2 Sept. 1902.
132. Interview of Wong Free Lee, 11 Dec. 1903, and affidavit [July 1902], both in Wong
Free Lee Chinese Exclusion Act Case File.
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Under the Chinese Exclusion Act, Wong Fee Lee and Hal Shek were required to submit
their photographs along with this application for their 1902 visit to China.
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keeper of the store, Wong Bing Quong, Wong Fee Lee’s nephew, was
also interviewed. He verified that the mercantile business occupied the
first floor, cellar, and back storehouse at 566 Main Street, as well as the
adjoining properties of 564, 564 ½ , 568, and 568 ½ Main Street. Finally,
three Chinese renters of Wong Fee Lee properties were interviewed:
Sen Lee, who ran his own gambling business out of 568 Main Street;
Di Sing, who had a house of ill-fame at 564 Main Street; and Wong
Hoi, who conducted a gambling business at 564 ½ Main Street.133 The
inspector concluded that Wong Fee Lee had a “legitimate mercantile
business” and “in view of the statements made by the white witnesses”
was indeed a “bona fide merchant.”134
During Wong Fee Lee’s detention, the Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times
kept residents apprised of the case and offered its own assessment of
the situation. “The Chinese are the only people in the world to whom
the United States is not a free country,” stated one editorial. “To every
other nation on earth we open our doors and extend a welcome. But,
nearly seventeen years ago, a cry arose along the Pacific coast that the
‘Chinese must go.’ It was a cry so loud, so vehement, that all the other
states in the Union listened. . . . If there have been any good effects
from the Geary law, they are not apparent. The bad ones are numerous.”135 The writer went on to chronicle Wong Fee Lee’s contributions
to the community over the previous quarter century and to condemn a
system that would allow “a Kamschatan or a Fiji Islander or any other
133. Interviews of C. O. Gorder, 15 Jan. 1904; George Ayres, 14 Jan. 1904; Sam Schwarzwald, 14 Jan. 1904; W. E. Shluws, 15 Jan. 1904; Wong Bing Quong, 14 Jan. 1904; Sen Lee, 15
Jan. 1904; Wong Hoi, 15 Jan. 1904; and Di Sing, 15 Jan. 1904, all in Wong Free Lee Chinese
Exclusion Act Case File.
134. Office of Chinese Inspector, Portal, N.Dak., to Commissioner-General of Immigration, Washington, D.C., 21 Jan. 1904, Wong Free Lee Chinese Exclusion Act Case
File. Shortly after his arrival in Port Townsend, Wong underwent a physical examination attested by a form letter dated 14 December 1904 from a representative of the U.S.
Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service to the inspector in charge at the port: “Sir:
You are hereby notified that I have this day examined the Chinaman, Wong Fee Lee,
whom I find to be free from contagious or loathsome disease, and from mental defect,
and not likely to become a public charge.”
135. Yet another in a series of laws restricting Chinese immigration, the Geary Act
(1892) required all Chinese living in the United States to apply for a certificate of residency. Zhu and Fosha, Ethnic Oasis, p. 355n.12.
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old nationality [to] come into the country and make himself generally
obnoxious. He could send all his money back to the old country if he
wanted to, and he could spend his time stirring up riot and rebellion,
but he could still come and go as he pleased.” In contrast to depictions
of the Chinese earlier in Deadwood’s history, the writer concluded:
“The Chinaman is always a law-abiding citizen. The only crime he is
ever arrested for is running an opium joint and this is not often. He
doesn’t murder or steal and is never guilty of disorderly conduct. He
is always a competent man in his business whether that be running a
restaurant, a laundry, or a Chinese bazaar. If he says he can cook and do
general house work, the maid-weary house-keeper knows before she
tries him that she has secured a jewel. Yet he alone of all the world, is
made the object of an exclusion act.”136
On 5 February 1904, the Daily Pioneer-Times reported that Sol Star
had received word of Wong Fee Lee’s release, due, in part, to pressure from both Star and Congressman Martin.137 Wong immediately
left for Deadwood, where he arrived on 7 February. The newspaper
reported that the merchant was happy to be back and “says that he
was not afraid of being deported as he had too many good friends in
Deadwood.” Wong related that he had been one of approximately one
hundred Chinese held at the Port Townsend customs house, where
the agents “run things about to suit themselves,” but that he had been
treated courteously. At the time he was freed, all but thirty had been
given their passports and allowed to proceed.138
In the years after he returned to Deadwood, Wong Fee Lee continued to operate his business enterprises with the help of his sons, members of his extended family, and other partners. By 1910, the Chinese
population of Deadwood had declined to forty,139 and Wong Fee Lee
and the Wing Tsue Bazaar were becoming remnants of an earlier era.
In the spring of 1912, the community marked the seventieth birthday
of the “pioneer Chinese merchant of Deadwood” with a celebration.
“He will receive the congratulations to which a good citizen, a devoted
136. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 5 Feb. 1904.
137. Ibid., 5 Feb. 1904.
138. Ibid., 9 Feb. 1904.
139. Zhu and Fosha, Ethnic Oasis, p. 9.
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father and an industrious booster for the Black Hills is entitled,” stated
the Daily Pioneer-Times. “He is a member of the Society of Black Hills
Pioneers,140 having come to Deadwood in 1876, [and] he has stuck to
the town through all its varying fortunes and has devoted much of his
wealth to the development of the mining industry of the Black Hills.
His children have been educated in the public schools of Deadwood
and are a credit to their parents and the city.” The newspaper also
made note of Wong’s support for the Chinese Revolution, which had
overthrown Manchu rule the previous year: “Always a believer in the
United States and its institutions, Wing Tsue has been an advocate of
revolution in his native land. He is an upholder of the newly created republic there and has been a liberal contributor to the funds that made
the revolt successful.”141
Due to the declining economy and dwindling population of Deadwood, Wong Fee Lee faced a troubled financial situation by 1915. He
defaulted on his mortgage, and the First National Bank purchased the
Wing Tsue properties for a total of $1055.10.142 He continued, however,
to carry on with his business at the same location, renting the buildings
he had formerly owned.
In January 1918, Wong Fee Lee suffered a “slight stroke of paralysis” while attending the annual meeting of the Society of Black Hills
140. As in the case of Henrich von Wedelstaedt and the Chinese Masons, Wong Fee
Lee gained acceptance into the Society of Black Hills Pioneers. At that time, membership in the “moral, benevolent, and literary association” formed to memorialize those
“whose sagacity, energy and enterprise induced them to settle in the wilderness, and
become founders of a new State,” was limited to those who had come to the Black Hills
before the end of 1876. Some History of Lawrence County (Deadwood, S.Dak.: Lawrence
County Historical Society, 1981), p. 1. Beginning with Wong Fee Lee’s grandson Kam
Leung Wong in the 1990s, numerous descendants of Wong Fee Lee have joined the
Society of Black Hills Pioneers.
141. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 6 Apr. 1912. Wong Fee Lee had long supported
the overthrow of the Qing dynasty, a corrupt and ineffective regime dominated by the
Manchu ethnic minority. In February of 1912, revolutionary forces succeeded in deposing the emperor and establishing the Republic of China. In 1905, at the time of the Russo-Japanese War, Wong had stated, “The many Chinamen who have lived in America
and have gone back to China are the ones who will have great effect upon the future of
China. They know what a free government is and they are all ready and anxious for a
change in that direction” (Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 30 July 1905).
142. Lawrence County Foreclosure Record, 219, Sheriff ’s Certificate of Sale No. 154355,
29 June 1915, pp. 172–73.
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Pioneers but was reported as doing well, “thanks to the many friends
who visited him.”143 Within days, his sons Som Quong, attending the
University of Michigan, and Hong Quong, in business in Mobridge,
South Dakota, along with Som Quong’s finance Anna Tang, attending
Columbia University in New York, returned to Deadwood to attend to
Wong Fee Lee’s recovery.144
The following year, friends of Wong Fee Lee gathered at the Deadwood train depot “to bid him goodbye and to wish him a pleasant time”
as he left to spend the summer in Los Angeles in the hope of regaining
his health.145 He then planned to make a short visit to China and return
to the United States. Two and a half years after leaving Deadwood,
however, Wong Fee Lee passed away in Guanzhou.146
The Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times eulogized Wong, who had arrived with the gold prospectors and stayed to build a life in the Black
Hills, as “a man of many accomplishments, shrewd in business and a patriotic citizen of his adopted country. . . . He was a man whose word was
his bond, scrupulously honest, a contributor to every charity which appealed to him, free and generous, a heavy purchaser of liberty bonds
and a contributor to every enterprise that would help Deadwood. He
was held in high esteem by everyone of the old time residents of Deadwood and the Hills, and there will be many who will regret to learn of
his passing.147
Wong Fee Lee was buried in Guangzhou, where his grave was marked
with the name Fe Ming Wong. According to family oral history, the
site was later destroyed by members of the Communist Party. Today,
the only memorial to the Chinese merchant who arrived with the gold
prospectors and stayed to become an integral part of the Deadwood
community lies in the written record of his life and of the Wing Tsue
properties that once stood on lower Main Street. Much more about the
life of Wong Fee Lee and those of his fellow Chinese immigrants in the
Black Hills awaits discovery.
143. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 29 Jan. 1918.
144. Ibid., 1. Feb. 1918.
145. Ibid., 30 Apr. 1919.
146. Rapid City Daily Journal, 23 Oct. 1921.
147. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 23 Oct. 1921; Wong and Wong, “Fee Lee Wong,” p.
56.
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